Study on genotoxic effects of the space environment: a comparison between experienced cosmonauts and unexposed Russian twins.
The molecular analysis of T-lymphocytes from experienced cosmonauts and seven pairs of unexposed twins was performed [M. Khaidakov, D. Young, H. Erfle, A. Mortimer, Y. Voronkov, B.W. Glickman, Molecular analysis of mutations in T-lymphocytes from experienced soviet cosmonauts, Environ. Mol. Mutagen, 30 (1997) 21-30; J. Curry, G. Bebb, J. Moffat, D. Young, M. Khaidakov, A. Mortimer, B.W. Glickman, Similar mutant frequencies observed between monozygotic twins, Human Mutation, 9 (1997) 445-451]. Hprt mutant frequencies (MF) in both datasets were considerably higher (38.0+/-14.6x10(-6) in cosmonauts, and 18.5+/-8.9x10(-6) in twins) than in the background Western control (8-12x10(-6)), [A.D. Tates, F.J. van Dam, H. van Mossel, H. Shoemaker, J.C.P. Thijssen, V.M. Woldring, A.H. Zwinderman, A.T. Natarajan, Use of the clonal assay for the measurement of frequencies of HPRT mutants in T-lymphocytes from five control populations, Mutation Res., 253 (1991) 199-213; R.F. Branda, L.M. Sullivan, J.P. O'Neill, M.T. Falta, J.A. Nicklas, B. Hirsch, P.M. Vacek, R.J. Albertini, Measurement of HPRT mutant frequencies in T-lymphocytes from healthy human populations, Mutation Res., 285 (1993) 267-279]. The distribution of mutations by class in the twin dataset was essentially similar to the background Western control, whereas cosmonaut samples demonstrated a significant excess of splice errors and complex mutations. The distribution of base substitutions showed similar trends in both the cosmonaut and twin samples, which are quite distinct compared to those seen in the Western control. The differences observed between cosmonaut and twin samples (a 2-fold higher MF and an excess of complex mutations in cosmonaut mutational spectra) could be an indication of possible effects of the space environment. However, these changes could also be age-related because the twin group was, on average, 17 years younger. Moreover, very similar patterns of base substitution distribution in both datasets suggest the involvement of certain region-specific factors reflected in mutational spectra. In order to discriminate between occupation and region-specific factors contributing to mutagenesis, an additional study involving trainees and cosmonauts with recent long-term flight experience is required.